
Screencast-O-
Mastic

online tool for creatives 



Free video
recording and

editing tool

https://screencast-o-matic.com/

Screen recording



A free browser based screen
capturing and editing tool.

Introduction
to Screencast-o-Matic



Screencast-O-Matic
allows you to capture
your screen and edit

the recordings 



Features
-Screen capturing(max. of 15 minutes)

Screencast-O-Matic

-Video and image editing 
-Content hosting

In the free version



Account
creation



1 To create an account we will access the Screencast-O-Matic
official website following this link:
https://screencast-o-matic.com/
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On the top right corner of the screen, click the "Sign
Up, It's Free" option to start creating a Screecast-O-

Matic account.
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You will be redirected to the account

creation page. Here you must simply sign in
with your google account
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In this page put a name and a surname to
your acount and make sure to accept the

Terms of Service.
 



5 Click on the first option to create your
account.

 



Recording
videos



1 After completing the account creation process, you will
be redirected to the Screencast-O-Matic main page.

From here you can start capturing your screen.
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Likewise if you want to record a video, take a screenshot
or to edit something the page will download the

program on your computer so you can use it.
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Once installed, if you start the
program, this hud will apear in
the right down corner of your

screen.
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If you click on this icon, you will be able to
make a screenshot by selecting with your

mouse what you want to screenshot.



5 If you click on this icon you will be able
to make a video of your screen.



6Once you click
on the video
icon, this will
apear on your

screen, here you
can select what
you want to film
and the quality

of the video.
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This two icons will redirect you to the
website were you can edit and achieve

your screenshots and videos.



Creative at home


